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New hangar takes shape –
Bigger! Better! More space,
more rent money! Read on…

A game of two halves…
By Darren Fern
First, the good news. We have ﬁnally agreed the purchase
of our second RV12, G-CSLF. It successfully completed its
test programme, and as soon as the CAA issue a Permit to
Fly, we will collect it from Gamston. It is sHll in its bare
metal state and will need to be painted, but that can wait
unHl things quieten down aKer the summer.
IC has been undergoing its annual maintenance, where we
found signiﬁcant intergranular corrosion on one of the
aluminium gear legs. We expect replacement parts from
Van’s this week, so we expect to have her back in the air in
a few days. Fortunately, they were nowhere near the cost
of a replacement gear leg for a cerHﬁed aircraK, thus
reinforcing our view that Permit aircraK are a good way to
keep costs down and allow us to stay in business.
To reduce the risk of similar corrosion in the future, we will
have to install the gear fairings and wheel spats. These will
be installed to give as much ground clearance as possible.

IC has a bad leg

Although the delay in gePng her
back on line isn’t too great, it
doesn’t take long to build a backlog
of student ﬂights, so the acquisiHon
of the second RV has come at a
great Hme. Hopefully the days of
having no back-up will be few and
far between, and this will guarantee
a more regular income stream for
our club.

Ground

New tenants
As Howard Fawkes explains
elsewhere in this newsleSer, the
front half of Hangar 3 has been
cleaned, and a new wall built. New
lighHng will make it a far beSer
place to work in. I am delighted to
announce that we have a new tenant coming to the club. Sarah and
Robin King, owners of Sky4Covers (now Sky4Pilots) will be relocaHng
their business from Dunkeswell to Bodmin, aKer a short interlude based
in Okehampton. They have an established business making aircraK
covers for GA and commercial aircraK. In addiHon, they have a prinHng
facility and can oﬀer aircraK graphics. They support the Ravens aerobaHc
team, so we look forward to having them as guests here in Cornwall!. As
well as running their own business, Robin is an aircraK engineer and LAA
inspector, and we hope that he will be able to share his skills and
experHse with us here at Bodmin.
Having a tenant whose business is not totally dependent on weather will
add security to our own business. IniHally, they will occupy the front half
of Hangar 3, and then move into the ground ﬂoor rear half when
rebuilding has been completed. We expect to have their business on site
in August, and the rental income will
reduce our insurer’s liability for our
Upper floor
own ‘Business ConHnuity’ Insurance,
and their investment in the parHHon
wall that is almost complete. This
was originally meant to be a
temporary structure, but we can
incorporate it into the newly
designed space as shown in the
outline plans that the architects are
reﬁning at the moment.
As I menHoned last month, we
cannot aﬀord to keep the two
Portakabins once the hangar has
been rebuilt, so we need to
incorporate the ﬂying school’s needs
into the hangar redesign.
The new plans have suﬃcient space
for an on-site maintenance facility,
Sky4Pilots’ business and a new
training centre, generaHng valuable
income for the future.

You may have noHced our new storage containers for the UL91 drums down by the fuel bay. We hope to have
power available to the new electric drum pump by the end of July, which will make refuelling easier and safer.
We had a ‘Spot Check’ from the Health and Safety
Inspectorate aKer a complaint about potenHally
unsafe fuel management, but we were able to
demonstrate that we have already taken measures
to improve the safety of our fuel management. We
agreed that a new stepladder would help refuelling
of high-wing aircraK. They iniHally suggested a
wheeled step and loading pladorm, but this creates
addiHonal dangers for taxying aircraK, so hopefully
we can agree on a new set of steps with a ‘spreader
bar’ at the base in order to improve stability and
safety. Fortunately, our close working relaHonship
with our local ﬁre safety oﬃcer meant that we had
no surprises during the visit. We are sHll waiHng for
the bunded garage that will house the new bowser,
but we hope to have that up and running by the
end of August.
UL91 storage

And now the bad news…
The club has to have a sound business model to
ensure its ongoing existence, and to invest in projects that generate addiHonal income to recoup the iniHal
investment. New tenants on site will oﬀer a regular addiHonal income stream, but our core business is based on
income from ﬂight training, hangar rental and fuel sales. Landing fees and membership fees barely cover four
months of council tax and business rates. We hoped that the cost of living crisis, and parHcularly fuel costs, would
be a temporary aﬀair, and we have endeavoured to maintain our fuel prices at a low level unHl now. Sadly we
cannot conHnue this approach, and we have to pass on the increased costs to our customers. Members’ fuel rates
will conHnue to be discounted, but despite this, fuel costs will have to go up signiﬁcantly this month. In addiHon,
the volaHlity of fuel prices means we have no choice but to change the prices with each delivery. We will sHll aim to
have fuel at similar or lower prices than our neighbouring airﬁelds, but the diﬀerence will be a few pennies and not
the 60-70p per litre that we have now.
The huge rise in fuel costs will inevitably result in
the costs of ﬂight training increasing, too.
Fortunately, ﬂight training costs are not totally
proporHonal to the cost of fuel, so the relaHve
percentage increase will be less than the increase
in fuel costs at the pump. We’ve held our hangar
rental charges for a few years, but as huge inﬂaHon
rates conHnue to aﬀect all of us, it’s unlikely that
we will be able to hold them at the current rates
next year.
There is a diﬃcult balancing act going on… as costs
rise, many pilots will have to reduce their ﬂying
Hme, which has a knock-on eﬀect on how much
fuel they buy, or the number of lessons they
purchase, which then impacts on our income
stream. The club is on a real ‘high’ at the moment
S5 to be built in Trago Hangar
and we don’t want to threaten our current acHvity,
but we are duty-bound as a Board to ensure the
ﬁnancial viability of our club. Our ambiHons for a new fuel farm have been shelved due to spiralling costs, so for
now we will conHnue with our current arrangements. Fortunately, Rod and Bruce are renHng space in the Trago
hanagar to build the S5 seaplane replica. We will do everything in our power to keep ﬂying as aﬀordable as possible
through this current crisis, and our charges will fall as soon as our costs fall. Hopefully we will all get through this
crisis and return to our ‘normal’ ﬂying rouHne; if you ﬁnd yourself ﬂying fewer hours because of the cost, our
instructors are available to help make sure that your proﬁciency is maintained. Make every hour in the air count…

As a ﬁnal note, I sold my RV8 recently to MaS Jones, owner of Spidires.Com at Goodwood. MaS will be using
her to commute from his home base to Goodwood; it’s a brilliant machine for ‘A to B commuHng’ and he is
already delighted with his new
baby! Watching him ﬂy it away
was a relief in some ways (life will
be cheaper without it!), but there
was also some sadness that
something that I invested so
heavily in (ﬁnancially and
emoHonally) has gone. I am
delighted that she is now owned
by a Spidire display pilot and
maintained by Spidire engineers,
Matt Jones flies ZZ away
so I don’t think that she could have
found a beSer home.

ZZ dwarfed by her new stablemates

Matt with one of his other aircraft

Anyone interested in a new group aircraft?
Following on from earlier news that the club’s second RV12 is due imminently, I wanted to raise the possibility of
another opHon.
We have been approached by a couple of members who want to start a syndicate. We have an opHon to purchase
another brand-new RV12 ULS in the spring. It is currently being built by a superb and proliﬁc aircraK builder at one
of our neighbouring airﬁelds. We have an opHon to purchase it once it has a Permit to Fly.
The club would be interested in purchasing a share in this aircraK, if there were enough others interested in buying
it. The maintenance and management of the group could be provided by the club, in order to minimise the
administraHve work for such a syndicate, if desired.
The club would be interested in buying a small number of shares because we’re aware that we’re in the process of
turning out a large number of RV12 pilots, and they’re going to need aircraK to ﬂy when they qualify. We currently
have about 26 people involved in training on the RV12, and we expect to have even more in the near future. While
we will have access to two RV12s for training, that may not be enough to carry the self-ﬂy-hire load as well.
A well-run group can be the least expensive ﬂying opHon for PPLs, and if it were available to club members that
would help to reduce the costs even further – although of course, members of the syndicate would have ﬁrst call
on the aircraK. Obviously, a group can have as many members as it needs in order to make it ﬁnancially viable.
It may be that a syndicate might chose an aircraK other than an RV12, but to saHsfy the aspiraHons of those who
have learned on the RV12, it would have to be a modern glass cockpit aircraK, preferably with similar ﬂying
characterisHcs to the RV12.
If you’re interested, please contact Pat Malone or myself, and we can meet up to ﬁgure out a way to make this
happen. – Darren Fern

Calling all chippies… help wanted
By Howard Fawkes
Any carpenters out there? We need some help to
speed up the work we’re doing on the front,
relaHvely undamaged part of Hangar 3, which we’re
now calling Hangar 3A. The reason is – as set out by
Darren Fern in his arHcle in this newsleSer – that we
have an aviaHon company that wants to move into
part of Hangar 3, and they need some temporary
accommodaHon unHl their permanent home in the
rear half, Hangar 3B, is completed. They’re ready to
move as soon as we are – and once we can get them
in, we can start charging rental income. So if you
have carpentry skills, please come and give us a
hand. Phone me or Roger Davis at the airﬁeld.
In mid-June we had high-pressure cleaning kit and a
tele-liK in to clean oﬀ the smoke damage inside
Hangar 3A. This was relaHvely straighdorward, and
aKer two and a half days work the underside of the
roof panels and the walls had been stripped back to
the paint, and the ﬂakes and soot had been ﬂushed
out the door. It would have been impossible to work
on aircraK had we not undertaken this deepcleaning job – they need a relaHvely clean
environment, and now they’ve got one.
In mid-June Darren and I had a site meeHng with
Nick Bailey, the structural engineer and building
regulaHons consultant who did the original
structural report for us aKer the ﬁre, and we made
some basic decisions on reconstrucHon, the aim
being to get as much useful space downstairs as we
can manage. Again, have a look at Darren’s arHcle –
he’s got some drawings there which give you the
idea. Nick Bailey will do the stress calculaHons, apply
his specialist knowledge of building regulaHons and
come up with some drawings of his own, and we’ve
agreed to reconvene in about ten days to ﬁrm up
our plans.
The parHHon wall between Hangar 3A and what will
be Hangar 3B is about 95% complete. All that’s leK
to do are the ﬁddly bits that are diﬃcult to ﬁt, and
it’s possible that by the Hme you read this, that job
will be ﬁnished. We’ve ordered high bay lighHng for
Hangar 3A, and it will be a much less dingy place
than it was. The power supply to Hangar 3A is
almost completed, and of course provision has been
made to extend it into Hangar 3B. Once we’ve
cleared up in Hangar 3A we’ll be straight on to the
main event, the rebuilding of Hangar 3B. We’ve
idenHﬁed a contractor for the blockwork, and no
Hme will be wasted in pushing ahead with the work.
As ever, it’s a complex job involving lots of interested
parHes, and we can’t yet esHmate when we’ll be
able to walk away. But the progress conHnues.

High pressure job

Bit sooty…

Classics breeze in low and slow
By Pete White
In days gone by when I was part of a touring theatre company we found that some of our best days were at the
smaller, less auspicious venues with a more focused audience, albeit not always that large in size. This analogy, I
think, ﬁts well when we look at our last Bodmin Airﬁeld event, the Grasshopper Gathering – L Bird Meet which took
place on Saturday 11th June.
A strong wind, predominantly from the SW to W, did deter several of our would-be visitors, especially as they were
types with a low cruising speed, but a Piper L4J from Denham did baSle the elements for three hours to deliver
David Pote and his son Kieran safely to Bodmin. Once refreshed, and aKer a couple of local ﬂights, they returned to
the east with the prospect of a much
shorter journey Hme. (the return journey
was 1 hour 46 minutes!)
Flags out for our aviation heritage
Earlier in the day an emergency decision
was made to cut away some more
parking area from our ‘meadow’, a job
done by Richard Saw, purely as a
precauHon for the anHcipated numbers
of visiHng aircraK.
Ever opHmisHc and although the
numbers were certainly down on
expectaHons we did have some very
good support from Roche, Culdrose,
Popham, Truro, Bournemouth, Lee on
Solent and Paris.
Yes, Paris – actually, from Chavenay, to
the west of Paris. It’s a long Hme since I
have seen a Cessna Bird Dog at our
airﬁeld, and now we had two
resplendent in French military markings
and regalia. The four French adventurers
were on a short tour of UK airﬁelds and

Above and below, French Army Cessna Bird Dogs

had visited our event aKer their trip to Lundy before sePng oﬀ for Perranporth, where they had booked
accommodaHon for Saturday evening. Our promised SHnson L5 SenHnel from Holland was cancelled due to illness
but the other half of the crew sHll had the urge to visit us, and he journeyed by campervan from Holland with his
wife. So Eric Broekhuizen, a KLM captain who had not been in Cornwall for many years, looked upon this an excuse
for a holiday. One of our team, Frank Cox, all the way from Gorrell Farm by car, found he had several connecHons
to the airﬁeld in Holland where Eric’s L5 was based so they shared several moments. It is a small world.
It was certainly another excellent day at Bodmin Airﬁeld and our cast of volunteers, whether operaHng under the
limelight or backstage, were an integrated team with the sole purpose of giving their best performance for Bodmin
Airﬁeld. Our visiHng audience, however they arrived - aeroplane, military vehicle or just as spectators – certainly

appeared to enjoy the ambiance and relaxed format
that has become a trademark for the Bodmin Airﬁeld
events.
I am proud to list our hard working and enthusias4c
cast on that very enjoyable day and thank them
profusely for their star performance, with each of
them bringing something special to the mix.
John Colgate – Chief Marshal. Anthea Colgate –
Beaver Scout Leader extraordinaire and Booking in.
David Young – Photographer/ Marshal. Tom
Hennessey Jones – Diner 31 assistant and expert bap
deliverer. Richard Saw – Emergency grass cuPer/
Marshal. Tim Elkins – Marshal/Hos4ng. Pat Malone –
Marshal/Hos4ng. Caroline Jennings – Booking in. Jay
Gates - Tower and Beaver Scout guide. Frank Cox –
Marshal/Hos4ng. Peter Gibbs – Marshal/Hos4ng.
Mark Joce – Marshal/Hos4ng. Lucy Reeves – Diner 31
assistant. DoPy Elderkin – Diner 31. Keith Elderkin –
Diner 31. Thank you DoPy and team for your hard
work and ever-present smile.

Jeeps attracted attention

Pristine Luscombe makes an entrance

Bye… do come again

This is Gary Bruce-Smith, who recently moved to Devon
and is building an Isaacs SpiUire; he came to the ﬂy-in
to check us out with a view to learning to ﬂy here.
Gary’s claim to fame is that as a young man working
for High Temperature Engineers Ltd in Fareham he
designed the toilet valve for Concorde! Les Brodie, the
Concorde Training Captain who came to talk to the club
just before lockdown, says: “I must have pushed that
buPon hundreds of 4mes, and others did so many
thousands of 4mes trying to wear it out, and I never
knew of it failing. So it was a very good design, and I’m
sure he will make his SpiUire as reliable.”

£750 bursary for Bodmin TopNav winner
Pilot
Pete White
Terry Earl
Richard Saw
Richard Bracey
Nick ChiSenden
Thomas H Jones
David Karniewicz

Navigator
John Colgate
Lauren Williams
David Young (student)
Veronika SvejsHlova
LoPe ChiSenden
MaS Getson (student)
Anthony MerriS

Reg
G-IVOR
G-EGLA
G-AIGD
G-EGLA
G-AEFT
G-BVVM
G-CLYN

A/C Type
Aeronca Chief
Cessna 172
Auster Autocrat
Cessna 172
Aeronca C3
Zenair 601
Zenair 750

TopNav crews after the event

Listed above are the seven crews entered by Bodmin Airﬁeld for the 2022 TOpNAV CompeHHon on Saturday
28th May, showing their aircraK types. This single site entry far outstripped the support shown by other
airﬁelds in the UK, a fact which must have been a great disappointment to the organisaHon.
However all the teams thoroughly enjoyed the challenge, and it was just brilliant to see two students and
two newly qualiﬁed pilots amongst the line up of compeHtors. We all felt like winners on the day but
oﬃcially...
Bodmin’s winner and second place in the UK was the
team ﬂying the Zenair 601 G-BVVM, pilot Thomas
Hennessy Jones and navigator MaS Getson, who is
sHll a student pilot. This is a remarkable
achievement, especially for MaS, and it was
recognised with an extra award by Pooleys for the
best young navigator under 25. Tom and MaS will be
travelling to London to receive their well deserved
accolades on Thursday 30th June. They are both
extremely excited by their success, and MaS can
hardly contain himself as he will also receive a
bursary of £750 towards his ﬂying training to go with
the trophy. Bodmin has had an excellent record with
the TOP NAV CompeHHon run by The Royal InsHtute
of NavigaHon ( hSps://rin.org.uk/event/TopNav22)
And we are already planning the 2023 event which
will take place in April from 15th – 28th . Dates to be
conﬁrmed.
Tom with Matt, right, who wins £750

Two weddings and a funeral
By Jay Gates
To start on a sad note, we said goodbye during June to Egla, our loyal and aﬀecHonate airﬁeld cat. She came to
the airﬁeld from a local farm over a decade ago, made herself comfortable and never leK. She originally chose
Hangar 3 and Rod Bellamy’s oﬃce as her home, and only occasionally came to the clubhouse to say hello. As she
seSled further into airﬁeld life her feral
nature mellowed and she became very
much a ‘people’ cat – she came to adore
receiving aﬀecHon and scratches. She
achieved a measure of local fame when
Corinne Dennis described in an interview
with Julia Skentlebury on BBC Radio
Cornwall how Egla would sit on her PiSs
while she was working on the aircraK,
providing a feline duplicate inspecHon of
her work. The name Egla – Bodmin’s ICAO
designator, obviously – was thought to
have originally been bestowed by Richard
Saw, and it certainly stuck aKer that
interview. Previously she’d been known as
Mrs Cat and by various other names, but
she answered to any friendly hand.
Her last year was spent almost exclusively
in the tower, which she adopted as her
RIP Egla
place of safety. We esHmated her to be
anywhere from 12 to 15 years old, and old
age ﬁnally caught up with her in June, and
she passed away in the tower. When she
went, Dot had her in her arms and I was stroking her, so she knew she was with those she loved. We will be
burying her on her airﬁeld in July, with a formal service of goodbye, to which you are invited.
On a happier note, we had two ﬂights that included marriage
proposals in the air, unbeknownst to the bride-to-be. One was a
proposal in the cabin – while John Turner kept G-EGLA steady,
Jeremy Smout of Mullion proposed to his girlfriend Zoe Fletcher,
who said yes! The other proposal was a liSle more elaborate – it
was ﬂown by CFI Bruce AbboS, who reports:
“I checked my schedule for the day and saw that I had a trial
lesson ﬁrst in G-EGLA. The weather was behaving, and my
budding student Jerry Drake arrived with his girlfriend Ellen
Bark. A plot had been hatched, and I had a part to play. I briefed
Jerry on the primary eﬀects of controls and suggested Ellen
came along as we had spare seats in the back.
“I asked Jerry if there was anywhere he wanted to see from the
air and he asked to ﬂy around St Cleer. I ﬂew towards Looe, then
NE to pick up the A38 and followed it to Liskeard. Ellen was
siPng behind me so I ﬂew an orbit around St Cleer, ensuring she
couldn’t see a certain ﬁeld to the SE. I widened the orbit and
Jerry asked Ellen to look for a local landmark. Jerry was looking
around at Ellen when she saw his proposal set out perfectly in a
ﬁeld. Jerry followed with a ring and a verbal proposal. I had
secured both doors in case of an irraHonal response to a ‘no’.
But the answer was ‘yes’, and I reminded the couple I didn't
have Hme to climb to a mile above the surface. Back at the
aerodrome there were tears of joy and the engaged couple
Yes, yes, yes!

embraced me. Another happy customer served well by Cornwall Flying Club.”
Oﬃcially we are now in the 2022 summer season, both meteorologically and ﬁguraHvely, as we have passed the
summer solsHce, which this year fell at Bodmin at 10:13 on Tuesday, June 21st. It is of course the longest day of the
year, having 8 hours and 27 minutes more daylight than the winter solsHce, the shortest day of the year. As with May,
June hasn’t been a bad month
weather-wise, even though the
oﬃcial Met Oﬃce weather
staHon on the airﬁeld recorded
precipitaHon on 18 out of the
ﬁrst 28 days; four of those days
saw less than 1mm of rainfall.
The average number of days on
which rain is expected in June is
10. Up to the 28th the total
rainfall ﬁgure for Bodmin was
72.2mm, which compares with a
June average of 77mm. As the
forecast for the rest of the
month was for showers, there is
a good possibility that we will
achieve the 100% of the average.
Our neighbours are already
The month’s star visitor, a Dornier Do-28
there, with RNAS Culdrose
recording 107% of rainfall, and
RNAS Yeovilton recording 109%
of average rainfall up to the 28th. For the second month running, South Uist in the Outer Hebrides has been the
weSest spot in the naHon, with 134% of rainfall, Aberdeen on the east coast of Scotland being the driest with only
23% of average. Despite the rain, Colliford Reservoir conHnues to be depleted, and on June26th it was recorded as
being 58.2% full, with Roadford
Reservoir falling to 77.1%.
We’ve avoided any destrucHve
winds, the worst day being June 8th
when the remnants of Tropical
Storm Alex, the ﬁrst recorded storm
of the 2022 hurricane season,
passed to the north west of
Scotland and gave us a glancing
blow with a maximum wind gust of
just 25 knots. There is talk of 2022
being another big hurricane season.
Thus we lost only three days’ ﬂying
due to bad weather. As of the 29th
of the month, we have recorded
614 movements, which compares
well with the same month in
previous years. Pre-Covid, June
Two French Bird Dogs on Grasshopper Day
weather seemed to be more
pleasant – June 2018 had an
impressive 1052 movements. We
had 698 in 2019, 273 in the Covid year of 2020, and 546 as we exited Covid in 2021. The big event of the month, the
Grasshopper Gathering, did not produce a large number of visitors due to poor weather up country and strong
headwinds for would-be visitors. Similarly, the FlyUK Microlight Tour cancelled their call into Bodmin on the 19th due
to bad weather east of the airﬁeld. As with both April and May, the movements ﬁgure would have been signiﬁcantly
higher had it not been for the lack of serviceability and availability of training aircraK. We lost G-BNSM for its 50 hour
service, one that inexplicably took four days, and we lost G-EGLA for just under a day. However, the big problem fell

on G-CJIC, which was on her 100 hour service when a corrosion issue was idenHﬁed on one of her main wheel struts.
This grounded her for the rest of the month while a new set of struts are shipped from America.
The fuel dispensing ﬁgures also show a steady month. We dispensed 5,980 litres up to June 29th, including 1,105
litres of UL91. Comparisons are encouraging, with the June 2018 ﬁgure being 8,440 litres, 2019 being 5,955 litres,
2020 a Covid-aﬀected 2,475 litres, and 2021 showing 5,400 litres. As I warned last month, and as the Chairman sets
out in this newsleSer, we can no longer
absorb the eye-watering increases in fuel
prices. Avgas now costs well over £2 per
litre at the point of order with the supplier.
Despite our price rise, our fuel price is sHll
the cheapest in Cornwall, and possibly
Devon – at least two airﬁelds are selling
avgas at over £3 per litre, and virtually all
the others are selling at north of £2.50.
Problems all over the country with all fuel
suppliers also hit us badly. When our stock
of avgas started to run low, another tanker
was ordered on June 5th. It was not unHl
June 22nd that it was ﬁnally delivered.
Luckily, with some judicial raHoning, which
included asking people to fuel with the
minimum required, we managed to
maintain a fuel supply unHl the morning of
the 22nd when we ﬁnally ran out of avgas.
We sHll had a supply of UL91, so all was not
New flail mower does a great job
lost. We have never run out of fuel before,
but an 18-day wait for fuel is unheard of.
Lack of drivers, and the Jubilee weekend
were given as the woeful excuses when the angry phone calls were made to the supplier! Calls to other airﬁelds have
come back with similar stories of late delivery, or running out completely.
The summer’s seSled weather has brought more visitors from afar. In June we welcomed visitors from Coal Aston in
Derbyshire, Old Warden in Bedfordshire, Denham in Buckinghamshire, Sywell and the wonderfully named Hinton-inthe-Hedges in Northamptonshire, Kemble in Gloucestershire, and Langar in NoPnghamshire. In this month in 1944
RAF Langar was home to the 441st Troop Carrier Group, whose four C-47 squadrons dropped paratroopers of the
American 101st Airborne Division (The Screaming Eagles) over Normandy on D-Day, June 6th.
As always, our visitors bring in a variety of aircraK to Bodmin. Our ﬁxed wing star of the month was undoubtedly a
rare twin-engined Dornier DO-28, which spent a few nights here. Built in 1964, it’s now on the American register but
has spent most of its life in the UK, bearing the registraHon G-ASUR and later D-IBOM. A close second was the pair of

Martin Woods is refurbishing the runway numbers

1957-built French Cessna O-1 Bird Dogs, resplendent in French Armée de l’air squadron colours, who arrived late for
the Grasshopper Gathering. However, the most unusual, and unexpected, arrival was on 2nd June when, literally out of
the blue, a gaggle of three paramotors simply dropped into Bodmin. It turns out they were from Dorset, and heading
for a holiday down at Lands End. Headwinds caught them out, and they were concerned about running out of fuel. As
they followed the A30, they spoSed the Esso Garage at the Four Winds, and then the airﬁeld, and with no radios, they
decided to drop in. AKer buying their fuel, they were quickly airborne once more and oﬀ on their holiday.
What was great to see this month
was the reopening of Farway
Common airﬁeld in east Devon, aKer
being closed for some Hme. The ﬁrst
CFC members to head down there
were Nick Straw and Arnie Lambe in
G-BYNK, who visited on June 2nd. Two
other CFC members have ventured
across the water, in a northerly
direcHon. Tom Hennessy-Jones took
G-BVVM to Waterford in Ireland, and
Carl Payne took G-RROK to Cork. The
beer must be good in Ireland! Finally,
our Chairman Darren Fern said
goodbye to G-OGZZ, which he has
sold. She made her ﬁnal call at
Bodmin on the 21st to get some fuel,
and then headed to her new home
170 species of wildflower have been identified
among the Spidires with her owner
MaS Jones.
June is always the best month for the
show of wildﬂowers on the airﬁeld, and this year has excelled. Out of all the variety that are on show, the stars are the
3,000-plus – yes, you read that right, the 3,000 plus orchids that crowd the airﬁeld. We knew there were three species,
the Southern Marsh, the SpoSed Heath and the Greater BuSerﬂy, but this year we can add a fourth. The Cornish
Botanical Recorder Ian Benallick came along with the Kent
Recorder, Dave Steere, to show him the orchids, and Dave
recognised a hybrid of Southern Marsh and SpoSed
Heath. Dave, as Ian had before him, admiSed he had seen
nothing like it anywhere. Ian also discovered two more
wildﬂowers not recorded on the airﬁeld before, which
takes our species total to almost 170, an astonishing
number of species to be the stewards for in a single ﬁeld.
The orchid show also resulted in requests for visits by two
groups from the Moor Meadows Group, a collecHon of
people who are transforming land, mainly in Devon, into
wildﬂower meadows. They had a great walking tour on
some lovely sunny days. The group included an Estate
Manager from the Duchy of Cornwall estate, who has
asked if we can donate some seeds to him for use in
transforming Duchy land. There was also an Ecological
Oﬃcer from Cornwall Council who was stunned to see
what we are managing on behalf of the community.
We had two visits from group who have been in touch
with us about donaHng hay and seeds. These were the
ConservaHon Oﬃcer for the Cornwall Wildlife Trust, who
wishes to have Bodmin Airﬁeld registered as a Cornish
Wildlife Site, which we are most happy to do. She was so
taken with the wildﬂower display that she said ‘I am in
heaven’! We also had the Head Ranger from the Cotehele
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Estate, accompanied by the Southwest District Land Manager of the NaHonal Trust. They would like us to donate
seeds to help Cotehele develop a wildﬂower meadow.
With the ﬂowers came the bees, and we were honoured again to have a visit from Paddy Saunders, who is the bee
expert in Devon and Cornwall. He was very pleased with what he discovered on his two-hour survey. It included six
species of bumble bee, two
species of wasp, a furrow
bee, and six species of
Andrina mining bee, one of
which was rare. He is
convinced that we are home
to some further rare, and
possibly threatened, species
of Andrina bee. He will be
back to conHnue his survey.
The month ended with a
visit from three Ecology MSc
research students from
Exeter University who are
conducHng pollinator
research, and using Bodmin
Airﬁeld as one of their study
sites. They will return to
conHnue their surveys on a
regular basis through to
September.
Gates (in pith helmet) and Benallack in clover
Around the airﬁeld, Richard
Saw conHnues in his
groundsman role. He has
made a number of cuts to
the taxiways and runways, and the airﬁeld is looking wonderful. Richard has been using our new petrol-driven ﬂail
mower, which gives a beSer cut than the old gang mowers. Given the strong summer ﬂower growth, pilots are
asked not to taxi across the oudield, but to
use the taxiways when vacaHng any runway,
unless there is no other opHon. MarHn
Woods has conHnued with the task of
refreshing the runway designator numbers to
add even greater visibility to the airﬁeld from
above.
In the clubhouse, Roger Davis conHnues with
working on the back porch and rear wall
recladding. As Howard Fawkes writes in this
newsleSer, work conHnues to get Hangar 3
back into full use. Down at the fuel bay, you
will now noHce that the UL91 supply is now
enclosed within two bunded pods. It makes
it a lot easier to refuel with UL91, and over
the next month or so we will be adding a
power supply to the pods in order to use the
new electrical pump and meter that we have
procured for dispensing UL91 directly into
aircraK.
As always, I end with a reminder that Covid is
sHll out there, especially if a crowd gathers.
So please conHnue to wash hands, make
Eco-heaven
space, and stay safe.

By Pete White
Introducing youngsters to ﬂying is hugely
rewarding for all of us, and we’re very pleased
to have received some fabulous artwork from
the children of St Dennis Primary Academy,
most of them ﬁve years old, who came to visit
us in May. We hope they’ll remember their visit
to the airﬁeld long into the future, and who
knows, we may one day see them here as
young adults who want to learn to ﬂy.
On Saturday July 16th we are privileged to be
able to help the Douglas Bader FoundaHon by
taking young Bader Braves ﬂying from Bodmin
Airﬁeld. The ‘Bader Braves’ are all young folk
from the West Country who have disabiliHes, and we know from experience that we are able to bring a lot of joy and
laughter to their lives, enabling them to experience the wonder of ﬂight in a light aircraK.
If you are able to assist as either a pilot or ground crew at this event would you please contact me. We’re
parIcularly in need of four-seat aircraK, if you’re lucky enough to have one.
The weekend aKer the Bader Braves, July 23rd and 24th,
we host the Vintage AircraK Club ﬂy-in and ‘Meet the
LAA’ day, with music and poetry in the hangar on
Saturday evening. Among the aircraK planning to come
are two Swiss visitors, Aeronca Sedan N1331H and
Cessna 150 HB-CRR – together with many of the VAC’s
extraordinary collecHon of UK-based classics.
And on the last day of July we have the Lundy ﬂy-out. If
you haven’t been to Lundy, you’re in for a rare treat –
it’s not far away (someHmes even visible from the
circuit) but it’s like another world, for aviators and nonﬂyers alike. PPR is essenHal.
Looking ahead into August we have the Cornish Pasty
Swiss-based Aeronca Sedan
ﬂy-in and Kernow Kapers Fun Day on the 13th, when
we’ll be raising money for Cornwall Air Ambulance; we
hope to have their helicopter in aSendance, if it’s not
busy doing its thing. On the following day, we’ll have a visit from the Cornwall Sports Car Club. And to draw a line
under the ﬂying season, there’s the Cornwall Strut Fly-in on September 10th.

While I’m on… could I please ask all members who want to drive through the gate to the
hangars or onto the airﬁeld to call the tower before proceeding. We need to know who’s
on the airﬁeld, and avoid potenIal conﬂicts with traﬃc. The number’s 01208 821419.

What, me – obsessed? You bet!
By Jay Gates
What is it with the BriHsh? They appear to be obsessed with the weather. The second sentence aKer
two strangers greet each other usually runs along the lines of, ‘Turned out nice again’, or ‘Nice weather
for ducks, isn’t it?’ Pilots in parHcular are keen watchers of weather, principally the range of
phenomena that aﬀect the safety of ﬂight – but as for that Airﬁeld Manager chappie, he seems to be
overly obsessed with the subject. Well, you’re absolutely right. I have been accused, in a most friendly
way, of having rainfall ﬁgures on the brain, and of being ﬁxated on weather informaHon, cloud
formaHons, historical storm data, reservoir levels and all the rest of it. And every month in the Bodmin
Flyer I report on what has transpired, weather-wise, on the airﬁeld.
It’s all true – I have a preoccupaHon with weather that borders on mania… and the reasons for that are
twofold. I spent ﬁKeen years at sea, and an understanding of the weather is one of the most
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important things a mariner can have. Knowing what might befall your vessel in the next few hours or
days is paramount if you are to ensure the operaHonal safety of your vessel, and understanding what’s
cooking in the atmosphere is vital in deciding what to do next. This is especially true if, like me, you
spent eight seagoing years in the Southern Ocean, the most tempestuous stretch of water in the
world. Pilots, of course, are equally the playthings of the weather, and if they’re not obsessed with it,
they ought to be – just ask an instructor about lenHcular clouds and ‘mountain wave turbulence’.
But the second reason has to do with my current role. If you were Airﬁeld Manager at Bodmin, you too
would be completely obsessed with weather details. That’s because the weather plays a huge part in
dictaHng the club’s fortunes, and success can depend on planning around the weather. In the general
aviaHon training world, the three legs of a successful business are 1. Instructor availability; 2. AircraK
serviceability; and 3. Weather. Bad weather equals bad business. Bad weather results in dissaHsﬁed

members and potenHally iﬀy ﬁnances. Heavy rain helps reservoir levels but can leave us with a
waterlogged ﬁeld, which means disgruntled students, idle aircraK and viscous cashﬂow. So I study
historical data and weather forecasts intensely, because I accord the weather observaHons the
importance that they deserve for the business.
Before the advent of weather forecasHng, in the days when ships were made of wood and men were
made of steel (as opposed to today when men are made of wood and ships are made of steel) a
sailing ship captain would be conHnuously studying his thermometer, his anemometer, his
barometer, and most
importantly, the sky.
That is because many
cloud types are known
as ‘messenger’ clouds,
and their presence
gives an indicaHon of
what weather is to
come, and from which
direcHon.
A good example
cropped up last week.
Club member Rich
Allarton contacted me
Waterlogged runway – bad for business
to ask if I had noHced
the lenHcular clouds in
the sky – so named as
they are lens-shaped. In fact I had noHced them – I took the picture on the previous page from the
Tower – and when I saw them, I thought it might be a good idea to try to move some aircraK
maintenance up the schedule, because we might be cancelling a few sorHes.
LenHcular clouds, properly known as Altocumulus LenHcularis and popularly referred to by many as
‘UFO’ clouds because they look like alien mother ships, are mid-level messenger clouds which tell a
story of wet weather to come. Bodmin Airﬁeld of course lies on the western side of Bodmin Moor,
and to the west of the higher Dartmoor, meaning that winds from the east can oKen result in what
are known as ‘mountain waves’. When steady, moist air rises over a mountain – or in this case the
high ground of the moors – a succession of oscillaHng waves is created, like ripples in the sky, in the
lee of the high ground. Changes in temperature in the peaks and troughs of these undulaHng waves
results in a succession of lens-shaped clouds emerging.
These lenHcular clouds are a good forecast indicator or messenger as they betray the presence of
mid-level moisture that is travelling well ahead of an approaching front, moisture that is rendered
visible as it is raised and lowered by the mountain waves. This makes lenHcular clouds a good
warning sign of an approaching weather front, or even a snowstorm if they are spoSed in the winter.
As it happened, the sighHng of the lenHcular clouds was on 20th June, and two days later, and for the
following ﬁve days, Bodmin Airﬁeld received heavy frontal rain and extensive post-frontal showers
from a slow-moving cold front, just as the messenger clouds had predicted. In point of fact SM was
already scheduled for maintenance, but I was able to warn a few students of potenHal disrupHon,
which was useful.
Weather forecasHng has improved by an order of magnitude over the last generaHon as satellites
have become ever more capable, and importantly, systems for delivering weather data to pilots are
light-years ahead of where they were 20 to 30 years ago, as any old pilot will aSest. But it sHll pays to
be able to look at the sky and read the story it’s trying to tell you – and it’s endlessly fascinaHng, too.
Obsessed? You betcha!
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